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ABSTRACT 

 

The business environment of today has grown incredibly competitive and difficult. Growth 

of businesses now places a lot of emphasis on customer happiness. To understand and 

meet the demands of their clients, business organizations devote a significant amount of 

money and human resources to different techniques. But many businesses are failing to 

satisfy customers as a result of the manual analysis of customers varied wants being done 

in an imperfect way. As a result, they are losing their customers' trust and increasing their 

marketing expenses. Sentiment Analysis is a solution that we can use to resolve the issues. 

Machine learning (ML) and natural language processing are both included into the system 

(NLP). Analysis of people's feelings about certain topics, products, and services is called 

sentiment analysis, and it is used rather often to get insights into how the general public 

thinks about certain topics, products, and services. We are able to do that by using any 

data that is found online. In this article, we present two natural language processing 

strategies (Bag-of-Words and TF-IDF) as well as various machine learning classification 

techniques to perform sentiment analysis on a large dataset that is imbalanced and contains 

many classes of data. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction  

Customer contentment measures how consumers feel about businesses, products, and services. 

Numerous research have found that customer contentment and product or service quality are 

the two most important elements influencing business performance. To remain competitive, 

businesses must carefully evaluate what their customers need and want from the products or 

services they offer. In addition, they must effectively manage their clientele by ensuring that 

their customers are pleased to conduct business with them. In social networks and other 

platforms, unstructured data predominates. It takes time to gather customer opinions and make 

the appropriate judgments using this data. Sentiment analysis is an easier method for 

determining the views of individuals.[4] The basic objective of sentiment analysis is to 

categorize the positivity, negativity, or neutrality of textual data. Using sentiment analysis 

tools, decision-makers may track shifts in public or consumer sentiment towards different 

entities, activities, goods, technologies, and services. Sentiment research may help a business 

swiftly improve its products and services, as well as a political party or social group generate 

high-quality work. Sentiment analysis facilitates rapid comprehension of the public's opinion. 

The vast bulk of the data used for sentiment analysis is collected from social media sites and 

stored in databases known as datasets.[7] Nonetheless, sentiment analysis becomes challenging 

when datasets are uneven, massive, multi-classified, etc. Types of Sentiment Analysis was best 

described by Mayur Wankhade, Annavarapu Chandra Sekhara Rao & Chaitanya Kulkarni. [2] 

Amazon provided me with a big, imbalanced, multi-classed, real-world dataset for my study. 

I've preprocessed and vectorized the data using NLP methods. The polarity of textual data 

was then identified using Machine Learning classification techniques.[8] Bag-of-Words and 

Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency are the used NLP approaches. 

 

1.2 Motivation  

 To get hands-on experience on sentiment analysis. 

 Detect and understand customer feelings.  

 Improve product quality
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 To get experience in real life with raw data.   

 

1.3 Rationale of the Study 

Sentiment analysis can increase customer retention and loyalty by improving customer service 

and help outcomes.[2] To assess if a document is neutral, optimistic, or unbiased, Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) and Natural Language Processing are used (NLP). 

Businesses may use sentiment analysis to produce more relevant messaging and better 

consumer communication.[3] Understanding the consumers' emotions helps us understand 

their experiences and improve customer service,[9] both of which eventually reduce customer 

turnover. 

 

1.4 Objectives  

The major goal of this study is to shed light on the specific emotions that underlie each review 

someone writes. We have taken real-world reviews from Amazon.com and used them in this. 

This paper provides a synopsis of the tools and strategies used in sentiment analysis as well as 

the issues that the discipline faces. This study also provides a thorough understanding of NLP. 

Its primary goal is to gather reviews from the web and forecast online users' preferences and 

opinions on a certain product, information that could be useful for economic or marketing 

research. Text analysis methods called sentiment analysis automatically identify the polarity of 

texts. For example, it aids in marketing when evaluating the performance of an advertising 

campaign or the introduction of a new product, identifying the most popular variations of a 

good or service, and even pinpointing the demographics who favor or disapprove of specific 

features. The word "opinion mining" refers to sentiment analysis as well.[1] Sentiment analysis 

aids in making decisions more intelligently by enabling users to click a mouse button to access 

more detailed and pertinent information about various goods and services. 

 

1.5 Expected Outcome  

 Get analyzed upvote(s) for different scores.  

 Show the predicted score with respect to various customers, whatever the sentiment of 

the customer.  

 Fetch positive and negative words of the developed NLP & ML model.
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1.6 Report Layout 

This paper is organized as follows: 

I. Background 

II. Research Methodology 

III. Experimental Results and Discussion 

IV. Summary, Conclusion, Recommendation and implication for future Research. 

V. Reference 
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CHAPTER 2 

Background Study 

 

2.0 Terminologies 

The purpose of doing a sentiment analysis is to exactly glean the opinions of others from large 

amounts of unstructured review material and classify them as positive, negative, or neutral 

sentiment. At first, I have collected the dataset from Amazon Platform. Then, I have performed 

preprocessing on the collected Amazon dataset. After preprocessing, EDA has been applied to 

the data. Then I have applied Bag of Words (BoW) on the data. After that I’ve automated the 

NLP & ML model. Then applied the algorithms of NLP and Machine learning. Also, I’ve 

prepared the data modeling purpose.  

 

2.1 Related Works 

The use of sentiment analysis in social media monitoring allows businesses to understand more 

about how their customers feel about specific topics and discover important concerns in real 

time before they escalate. The other uses for sentiment analysis are: 

 Analysis of customer support ticketing system  

 Brand surveillance and reputation administration 

 Pay attention to the voice of the customer (VoC) 

 Pay attention to the voice of the employee  

 Product evaluation 

 Market & rivalry analysis  

 

Analysis of Customer support ticketing system 

Customer service management is particularly challenging because of the sheer number of 

requests, the range of themes, and the multiplicity of departments not to mention the urgency 

of each request inside a firm. In order to comprehend consumer demands, exactly like a person 

would.[6] Natural language understanding (NLU) and sentiment analysis look for meaning, 

emotion, tone, and other factors in spoken language.  
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Brand surveillance and reputation administration 

Brand surveillance is one of the most popular applications of sentiment analysis in 

business. Negative online reviews tend to snowball, and the longer you ignore them, the 

more damage you'll do. You will receive fast notification when a brand is mentioned 

negatively thanks to sentiment analysis technologies.[7] 

You may also track the reputation and image of your brand over time or at any particular 

time to measure your success. By monitoring news articles, blogs, forums, and social media 

for mentions of your business,[9] you may transform this data into useful information and 

analytics. You may rely on machine learning to keep up with developments, foresee 

outcomes, and take proactive rather than reactive action. 

 

Pay attention to the voice of the customer (VoC) 

You should aggregate and evaluate all of your customers' online, survey, chat, contact 

center, and email feedback.[8] To identify trends and recurring problems, you may 

arrange and categorize this data using sentiment analysis.  

You may develop a customized customer experience by hearing what your consumers 

have to say and learning what approaches of communication work and what doesn't.[10]  

 

Pay attention to your employees 

You can enhance productivity, lower turnover, and better engage your workforce by 

examining the tone of employee feedback.[5] 

Utilize sentiment analysis to evaluate employee surveys, emails, Slack conversations, 

Glassdoor reviews, and other data. Also, utilize unstructured data to comprehend the 

"why" behind the "who" and "what" and to identify the most frequent concerns and 

themes that will keep your employees satisfied and productive.  

 

Product evaluation 

As soon as new product is released , find out about public opinion. You may also examine 

feedback from years ago that you may have never seen. For a certain product feature 

(interface, UX, functionality), you can conduct a keyword search and use aspect-based  
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sentiment analysis to locate just the information you need. Determine how your target 

market perceives a product, what has to be altered about it, and what will please your most 

valued customers, each with sentiment analysis.  

 

Market and rivalry analysis 

Use sentiment analysis for market and rivalry analysis. Determine which of your 

competitors are being favorably mentioned and how your marketing efforts compare. 

Examine the positive customer-facing language used by your rivals and integrate some of 

it into your brand messaging and style guide. 

 

2.2 Research Summary 

In this research, mainly I’m going to analyze a huge chunk of Amazon data and from the 

data, I’ll extract some meaningful insights to analyze the customer’s sentiments by 

performing several techniques of cleaning data processing on raw data.  

2.3 Scope  

A lot of research has been done and are ongoing on Sentiment Analysis. This is my attempt 

to understand the sentiments of the customers based on their reviews. I’ve analyzed the 

data which I’ve collected from the Amazon platform. Also, I’ve focused on the relevant 

papers that focused on Sentiment Analysis and NLP.  
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CHAPTER 3 

Research Methodology 

3.0 Introduction 

The goal of the paper was to do a comparative study based on prediction model to 

understand the sentiments of the Amazon customers. For that, I’ve used a raw data set 

which has been collected from Amazon platform. 

Also, I’ve used various plots and graphs that are available in python including Matplotlib 

and Seaborn. Before processing and vectorizing data, I used NLP methods. The polarity of 

textual information was then identified using classification approaches based on Machine 

Learning (ML). Bag-of-Words and Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency is the 

NLP method used. 

 

3.1 Data source 

I have experimented with a massive, imbalanced, multi-classed, and real-world dataset, 

which I’ve collected from Amazon.  

 

3.2 Data Collection and Preparation Methodology 

There are the below steps for my approaches:  

 Data collection for ML classifier training & testing.  

 Pre-processing the dataset in preparation for further processing.  

 Apply Exploratory Data Analysis on data.    

 Apply Bag of Words on data. 

 Using NLP to convert textual data to vector format. 

 Check Model Accuracy.  

 Automate NLP and ML model.  

 Preparing data for modeling purpose. 

 Apply techniques of handling imbalanced data.  
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Data Collection  

The purpose of data collection is to capture and quantify information on relevant factors to 

answer particular research questions, test hypotheses, and assess outcomes.[15] The data 

collection or data gathering part of research is a universal requirement of all academic 

fields, including the hard and soft sciences, the humanities, business, etc.[10] No matter 

the field of study or preferred way of defining data, accurate data collection is essential to 

ensuring the validity of findings (qualitative, quantitative). Inaccuracies are minimized 

when appropriate data collection methods are employed (whether they are already 

available, updated versions of them, or brand-new ones).[13] 

Data used in this paper are a set of product review collected from amazon.com. In the 

dataset, there are more than 5 lakhs of reviews of the customers of Amazon.   

 

 

Figure 3.1: Collected dataset in Excel sheet 

 

Data Preprocessing/Text Preprocessing 

Numerous symbols (including !, #, @, and others), numerals, punctuation, and stop words 

are permitted in reviews. Stop-words are defined as words that lack emotion, like he, she, 

the, is, and that Sentiment analysis's noisy data are as follows.[4] In order to prepare the 

data for processing, I removed all punctuation, numbers, and symbols and changed all of 

the characters to lowercase. Then displayed the one-of-a-kind value, which ranged from -

1 to +1.  

Text Preprocessing can be accomplished in the following ways: 
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 Remove Noisy Data 

 Tokenization 

 Normalization  

 

Remove Noisy Data 

Examples of noisy data include the headers and footers of text files, as well as HTML, 

XML, and markup data.[13] It is necessary to delete certain types of noisy data because 

they are useless and don't supply any useful information. 

 

Tokenization  

Sentences in groups are tokenized in this process. Text segmentation or lexical analysis are 

other names for it.[12] In essence, it divides the data into small word chunks. For example, 

the sentence- “Julia122 rides a bicycle, can I ride?” After tokenization, this sentence will 

become- [‘Julia’, ‘128’,  ‘rides’, ‘a’, ‘bicycle’, ‘,’, ‘can’, ‘I’, ‘ride’, ‘?’] 

 

Normalization 

Before proceeding to normalization, we must first examine the tokenization result.[11] The 

goal of normalization is to extract more meaningful information from tokenized data.   

 

Libraries used 

The very first thing I need to do is load data preparation libraries. There are other libraries 

available, but the most popular and useful Python data libraries are Numpy, Matplotlib,   

and Pandas.  

 

NLP Model Used  

I have used many NLP algorithms like Bag of Words (BoW), and Term-Frequency Inverse-

Document-Frequency (TF-IDF) from intuition. And application point of view as well to 

convert my text features into the numerical feature.  

 

Pandas  

The vast majority of its applications are found in the domains of data science and machine
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learning, and Pandas is an open-source Python library. Numpy, a separate package that 

enables the manipulation of multidimensional arrays, serves as the basis for its 

construction. This particular tool is the most effective one for importing and maintaining 

datasets. One of the data manipulation packages that sees the most use overall in the Python 

ecosystem is called Pandas. It works well with a wide variety of other modules that are 

used in data science, and it is typically included in all Python distributions.[13] This 

includes distributions that are sold by commercial vendors, such as ActiveState's 

ActivePython, as well as distributions that are included with your operating system. Pandas 

make it easy to complete a significant number of the laborious and recurring chores that 

are connected with dealing with data, including: 

 Data cleaning 

 Data normalization 

 Data Visualization 

 Statistical evaluation 

 Analysis of the data 

 Loading and updating data 

 And even more 

Pandas allows you to perform all of the tasks that have led top data scientists around the 

world to name it the best tool for data analysis and manipulation. 

We can import pandas with a shortcut alias like: import pandas as pd .
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Figure 3.2: importing libraries before preprocessing 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Data pre-processing 
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Figure 3.4: Adding & Defining column  

 

After importing pandas and NumPy, I’ve added one column for upvoting the matrix. The 

column I’ve added is the division of the numerator and denominator. Then defined that 

column naming ‘Helpful%’. This shows unique values ranging between -1 to +1.  

 

NumPy 

NumPy is the core Python library for scientific computing. This Python library contains a 

multidimensional array object, a number of derivative objects (such as masked arrays and 

matrices), and a number of methods for executing array operations quickly. Among these 

procedures are discrete Fourier transforms, elementary linear algebra, fundamental 

statistical operations, and random simulation, among others. It is the library that is used for 

all mathematical purposes. Numpy's goal is to make Python capable of quick and effective 

numerical computation.  

NumPy supports object-oriented programming in its entirety, starting with ndarray. For 

instance, the ndarray class offers several methods and attributes. Since many of its methods 

are duplicated by functions in the NumPy namespace's outer namespace, programmers may 

use any coding style. Due to its flexibility, the NumPy array dialect and NumPy ndarray 

class are Python's de facto multidimensional data transport languages.
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NumPy can be imported using a shortcut alias: import numpy as np  

 

Matplotlib  

The library used to create charts is called Matplotlib. This is a comprehensive Python 

package for creating static, animated, and interactive visualizations. The Matplotlib 

package allows for both basic and sophisticated operations. It creates interactive figures 

that can zoom, pan, and update, as well as publishing-quality plots. Python allows you to 

create 2D visualizations of arrays. Additionally, the built-in capabilities of Matplotlib allow 

us to create a variety of charts. 

 

EDA   

EDA is a data analysis phenomenon used to acquire a better knowledge of data elements 

such as:  

 data's primary characteristics,  

 variables and their interrelationships, 

 determining which factors are crucial to solving our issue. 

EDA is used to examine the data and synthesize the most important information. 

It will provide you with a fundamental comprehension of your data, its distribution, null 

values, and much more. 

You may examine data using either graphs or Python methods. 

There will be two distinct forms of analysis. Univariate and Bivariate. In univariate 

analysis, a single characteristic is analyzed. In contrast, bivariate analysis involves studying 

one attribute alongside the target attribute. 

In the non-graphical method, you will use functions like shape, summary, describe, isnull, 

info, and datatypes.  

In the graphical method, scatter, box, bar, density, and correlation plots will be used. 

Utilizing summary statistics and graphical representations, exploratory data analysis is a 

vital stage in doing a preliminary study on data to identify anomalies, establish patterns, 

test hypotheses, and confirm assumptions. It is better to first comprehend the facts and then 

try to draw as many conclusions as you can from them. EDA concentrates on making sense 
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of the information currently accessible before getting filthy with the data. We may quickly 

use the Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) method to condense the main characteristics of 

our data.[14] Additionally, it is an approach that uses graphs and charts to extract solutions 

from our unprocessed data. In order to glean insights from data, this technique employs 

statistics and data visualization designs. The main benefit of the EDA methodology is that 

it enables us to conduct further analysis on our raw data than just hypothesis testing.[15] 

More specifically, we can examine our data for in-depth solutions by using statistical 

models like averages, standard deviation, median, and quartiles, among others.  

After preprocessing the data, I used exploratory data analysis to analyze certain data. It is 

an approach to data analysis that employs visual approaches. Utilizing statistical 

summaries and graphical representations, it is used to uncover trends and patterns, as well 

as to confirm assumptions.  

 

 

Figure 3.5: Exploratory Data Analysis 

During EDA, I have analyzed upvotes for different scores. For analyzing upvotes, I have 

used a specific function named ‘groupby’. Also, I’ve created pivot table and heatmap of 

the problem statement or dataset for better conclusion.   
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Pivot table 

A pivot table is a powerful tool for calculating, compressing, and analyzing data that allows 

you to identify similarities, patterns, and trends in your data. It is a fun method to quickly 

summarize a lot of information. A Pivot Table enables us to assess numerical data 

comprehensively and deliver unexpected data-related responses. A pivot table is 

particularly suited for the job of querying vast quantities of data in many user-friendly 

methods. With the aid of a pivot table, we can draw many different conclusions. We can 

come with various inferences with the help of pivot table. 

 

Seaborn  

Seaborn is utilized to observe random distributions. A few graphs and patterns for data 

visualization can be found in Seaborn. It is based on Matplotlib and strongly integrated 

with Pandas data structures. It supports our understanding and data exploration. 

 

Before creating a heatmap, first I imported a data visualization module named ‘seaborn’. 

The alias of that module is ‘sns’. With the help of that alias, the heatmap function has been 

called. After that, to make it more user-friendly, we can assign annot = True.  

  

Figure 3.6: Importing Seaborn 

 

 

Heatmap 

A heat map is used to illustrate the degree of association between many variables by 

displaying the coefficients. It assists in determining characteristics that help develop 

machine learning models. The use of the heat map allows for the correlation matrix to be 

translated into color labeling. Heat maps assist viewers in concentrating their attention on 
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the aspects of data visualizations that are most significant by assisting in the better 

depiction of the number of places and events included within a dataset. Despite this, they 

are so much more than that.. Before creating a heatmap, I had imported a data visualization 

module named ‘seaborn’ translated into color labeling. Heat maps assist viewers in 

concentrating their attention on the aspects of data visualizations that are most significant 

by assisting in the better depiction of the number of places and events included within a 

dataset. Despite this, they are so much more than that.. Before creating a heatmap, I had 

imported a data visualization module named ‘seaborn’. I had assigned a color map for 

changing color.  

I’ve created a heatmap of the problem statement for a better conclusion.  

 

 

Fig 3.7: Heatmap 

If we inference from the heatmap, we can see reviews are basically skewed towards 

positive. Data in darker density which inferences that, many people agree with the score 5 

reviews.  

 

Apply Bag of Words on data 

It is the fundamental model employed in natural language processing (nlp). To explain it 

formally, it is a technique for extracting features from text data. A word's vector 

representation needs to be made. In order to construct a vector representation of a word, 

BoW marks the term's appearance in each review from the dictionary. It is utilized in 

natural language processing and information retrieval.
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 By applying Bag of Words on data, what I’ve done is:  

 Get all the unique scores.  

 Eliminate all the neutral score which is 3.  

 Extract all the dependent data (y) and independent data (x). 

 Convert text into vector using NLP. 

Whenever the score is less than 3, then I’ve mapped it with 0 and whenever the score is 

greater than 3, then I’ve mapped it with 1. Because, I’ve to convert the problem statement 

into some classification problem. 

For converting the problem statement into classification problem, I’ve declared the 

dictionary as ‘y_dict’ and applied that on Score. Then mapped the dictionary. Finally, 

stored the data on ‘y’ variable.   

Because any information about the arrangement or structure of the words inside the text is 

discarded, the text is called a "bag" of words. This paradigm ignores syntax and even word 

order while maintaining the plurality of words inside a text. The model simply cares about 

recognized terms being in the document, not where they appear. 

For performing bag of words (bow), I’ve imported ‘CountVectorizer’ class. Then created 

an object of the CountVectorizer and set stop_words as ‘english’ which has returned an 

object and stored in c.  

By performing bag of words, all the unique scores of the dataset has been obtained.  

  

Figure 3.8: Bag of Words 
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Convert Text into Vector using NLP 

Vectorization is the name of this procedure. It is a natural language processing (NLP) 

technique that converts words or phrases from a lexicon to a matching vector of real 

numbers, which is then used to calculate word predictions and word similarity/semantics. 

There are several ways to transform string data into numerical data: 

 Bag of Words 

 TF-IDF 

 Word2Vec 

 Text Preprocessing 

Term Frequency  

Term frequency refers to the number of times a word appears in a text or corpus. It is 

feasible that a word will appear in a sentence more frequently in a lengthy one than in a 

shorter one since no two phrases have precisely the same length. 

Term frequency can be defined as- 

 

 

Figure 3.9: TF law 

 

Inverse Document Frequency  

Another approach for determining the significance of a word is inverse document 

frequency. It is based on the idea that words that are less common but more informational 

and significant. IDF is represented by the formula- 

 

Figure 3.10: IDF law
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TF-IDF 

Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is a measurement of a term's 

importance within a corpus or dataset. It simply involves multiplying two tables. It 

lowers the values of frequent words that are utilized in various documents. 

 

Figure 3.11: TF-IDF  

 

Natural Language Processing 

Whether written or spoken, it processes and applies to all human languages. The primary 

idea behind NLP is this. NLP refers to text fragments, which might comprise nouns, verbs, 

and adjectives. Sentences can be broken down into smaller words using different parts of 

speech, and each every word has its own unique meaning.  Nouns, pronouns, verbs, 

adverbs, adjectives, conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections are examples of minor 

parts of speech in the English language that may be employed in several circumstances and 

achieve a range of functions. 

 

N Gram 

To put it another way, an n-gram is a collection of tokens. Tokens may represent individual 

characters or subsets of characters, but in the field of computational linguistics, they are 

most often words. The n only stands for the total number of tokens. An example of an n-

gram may be the word sequence in and of itself, or it could be a prediction model that 

assigns it a probability. The term "gram" refers to a grouping of letters; "n gram" means to 

break a statement up into words; for instance, "I eat meat only" has 4 gram, whereas "rose 

is red" contains 3 gram. Named-entity recognition (NER) is a system used to break up 

tweets or comments into smaller chunks, with each chunk having two words.  
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NLP Approach 

The NLP approach follow the following discrete steps: 

 Text Preprocessing/Tokenization 

 Lexical Analysis 

 Syntactical Analysis 

 Semantic Analysis 

 

Measure accuracy of Sentiment Analysis 

The field of sentiment analysis seems to have made tremendous progress for the last two 

years, while it is still very far from being perfect. It is essential to have a method for 

evaluating both the performance and the accuracy of the sentiment API providers that you 

employ, whether those providers be IBM, Google, or Azure. Measuring accuracy was 

extensively reviewed by Alexander Pak & Patrick Paroubek.[1] The data would be 

categorized as either positive, neutral, or negative according to the majority of sentiment 

analysis algorithms. As a consequence of this, a good rule of thumb is to check and see 

whether the system's classification of the data is in agreement with the user's gut instinct. 

It is impossible to arrive at a definitive answer to this question using standard mathematical 

methods since it is so subjective and complex. According to study, human analysts tend to 

agree around 80–85% of the time when assessing the emotion (positive, negative, or 

neutral) of a particular text content. 

There are three extremely essential statistics that go into establishing how effectively a 

sentiment analysis system functions. 

 Accuracy 

 Recall 

 F1 Score  

 

Accuracy  

The frequency with which a sentiment evaluation is accurate. [Number of Correct 

Queries/Total Queries] - This would be used to determine the overall accuracy of the  

system.
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Recall 

A measurement of the number of words containing emotion that were considered to have 

sentimental value. This might be seen as a measure of how correctly the system decides 

whether or not something is neutral. 

 

F1 Score 

The F1-Score combines accuracy and recall. Because it reveals how efficiently your system 

is running, this metric is among the most important ones that can be taken. The following  

equation may be used to get an individual's F1 Score: F1 = [2 * (Precision * Recall) / 

(Precision + Recall]  

The score falls between 0.0 and 1.0, with 1.0 representing a flawless performance. The F1 

Score provides us with a single statistic that ranks a system based on both its accuracy and 

its recall, which is a really valuable feature.  

 

Prepare data for modeling purpose  

For data preparation, we have to follow following steps: 

 Data Collection 

 Data Processing 

 Data analysis 

 Data visualization 

 Register & Create Project 

 Link/Upload & Process Data 

 Visualize data  

 Train the model without coding   

 

Apply techniques of handling imbalanced data  

The term "imbalanced data" refers to a classification data collection that has proportions 

of classes that are not balanced with one another. The classes in a data set that account for 

the vast majority of the total entries are referred to as majority classes. Classes with a lesser 

share of the population are minority classes.  
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The table below shows the range of imbalanced data: 

Degree of imbalance Proportion of Minority Class 

Fair 20-40% of the data set 

Medium 1-20% of the data set 

Intense <1% of the data set 

 

Table 3.1: Range of imbalanced data[3] 

 

More ways to handle imbalanced data  

 Use the accurate assessment metrics 

 Take another sample from the training set  

 Use K-fold Cross-Validation appropriately 

 Concatenate Diverse Resampled Datasets  

 Resample with various ratios 

 Group the several class 

 Design Models   

 

Resample the training set 

In addition to applying unique assessment criteria, one might also endeavor to get distinct 

datasets. Under-sampling and oversampling are two techniques for creating a balanced 

dataset from an unbalanced one.  

 

Under-sampling & Over-sampling  

By decreasing the size of the most prevalent class, under-sampling helps to create a more 

even distribution throughout the dataset. When there are sufficient amounts of data, this 

method is used. To recover a fresh balanced dataset for future modeling, It is essential to 

maintain all of the samples from the uncommon class and randomly choose an equal 

number of samples from the plentiful class.  

On the other contrary, oversampling is used in situations in which there is an inadequate 

amount of data. It does this by boosting the size of uncommon samples in an effort to create 

a more balanced dataset.
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There is no technique of resampling that has an unquestionably significant advantage over 

the others. Both the specific use case and the dataset itself will determine which of these 

two strategies will be applicable in a given situation. In many cases, the best results may 

be achieved by using a strategy that combines both over- and under-sampling.  

 

Cross-Validation 

Cross-validation is a machine learning approach that divides the training data into a training 

set and a test set. The training set is used to construct the model, whereas the test set is used 

to assess the model's performance in production. It helps to validate our model's efficacy 

and precision using unseen data. It is a method for testing Machine Learning models using 

subsets of the original data set.  

 

  

Figure 3.12: Apply techniques of handling imbalance data & cross validation 
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Figure 3.13: Importing RandomOverSampler
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 CHAPTER 4 

Experimental Results 

 

4.0: Fetch positive & negative words 

After checking the model accuracy,  I’ve fetched top 20 positive words and top 20 negative 

of the NLP and ML model. 

  

Figure 4.1: Top 20 positive words
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Figure 4.2: Top 20 negative words 
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4.1: Data Preparation for predicting the upvote(s)  

 

Figure 4.3: Upvotes prediction
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Figure 4.4: Predicting the upvotes after removing the neutral vote
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 

 

5.0 Conclusion and Discussion 

Sentiment analysis plays a significant role in natural language processing (NLP). It is the 

intersection of human emotional awareness with machine learning technology. In this 

research, In analyzing sentiment, Several Machine Learning classification methods and 

Natural Language Processing approaches have been used to a huge, unbalanced, multi-

classified, real-world dataset. Also, methods of sentiment analysis based on certain 

customers review and related methodologies have been proposed. Future study will include 

continually increasing the comparison area with new findings. 

 

5.1 Future work and Further Development 

I wish to enhance this research-based project's usefulness. In the future, I’ll look at how to 

improve the performance of prediction. I am also planning to update this study with more 

analyses and real-world datasets.  
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